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Love For Living Animals: Stories of Animals That Are In Critical Danger Of
Extinction: Essays / Mona Sabalones Gonzales (Photographer) Elizabeth Barrett
Central Book Supply, Inc., Philippines 2023
v, 231p.
9786210220414
$ 50.00 / null
400 gm.
This collection of essays, each one painting a picture of an endangered animal,
helps us to know more and get acquainted with animals that inhabit our world.
They hope to rekindle care and concern, to remind us of what each animal can do
to make our world a wonderful place to live in.
https://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=859866
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Mollusca – Snail: Gastropoda in Sarawak Museum / Mohamad Taufek Zakirah
(Eds) Awangku Shahrir Naqiuddin & Zakaria Nurul-Zalizahana
Sarawak Museum Publisher, Sarawak Museum Department, Malaysia 2021
42p.
9789839468236
$ 20.00 / null
100 gm.
1.Mollusk – Malaysia – Sarawak.
2.Snails – Malaysia – Sarawak.
3.Gastropoda – Malaysia – Sarawak.
4.Government Publications – Malaysia.
https://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=858542
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Wild City: A Photographic Guide to Amphibians, Mammals, and Reptiles of Metro
Manila / Jelaine Can, Trinket Constatino, Abby Favis
The University Of The Philippines Press, Philippines 2023
viii, 104p.
9786210900187
$ 25.00 / null
250 gm.
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Metropolitan  Manila  is  a  large,  bustling  city,  characterized  by  industrial,
commercial, and residential infrastructure. Like other urban dwellers, humans of
Metro  Manila  live  side  by  side  with  animals  that  are  often  unnoticed  and
underappreciated.  Forty-five  of  these  species,  including  seven  amphibians,
twenty-two  reptiles,  and  sixteen  mammals,  are  introduced  in  this  book.
This field guide features general information on the life history and ecology of
each animal group, including diagrams illustrating relevant features to look out
for. A beautiful full-color photograph of each species is provided, as well as the
scientific  and  common  names,  and  information  on  descriptive  physical
characteristics, habitats and habits, and conservation status. The book also gives
an overview of urban biodiversity, its role in contributing to the health of the city
and the factors that threaten its existence. Tips for wildlife observation and
creating wildlife-friendly spaces are also provided.
Wild City: A Photographic Guide to Amphibians, Mammals, and Reptiles of Metro
Manila is the first of its kind in the Philippines. It is an invitation for city dwellers
to experience, explore, appreciate, and hopefully conserve the nature around
them.
https://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=861225
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
A Handbook of Environmental Geography / Fardeen Emir
Peridot Literary Books, Delhi 2023
284p.; 24 cm.
Bibliography Includes Index.
9789390393978
$ 47.50 / HB
650 gm.
Geography and environment are the study of the human-dwelling world along
with the humans living on the Earth in several places; their environment and the
various landscapes surrounding them. Environmental Geography is the discipline
which goes, on to explain the effects of humans on their environment as well as
the  impact  of  the  environment  on  humans.  Basically,  one  can  study  the
interrelationship  &  interdependence  between  the  living  beings  and  their
surrounding environment. Environmental Geography is a mixture of both the
disciplines,  that  is,  Physical  and  Human  Geography.  It  is  good  to  use  the
resources coming from the environment but over-exploitation of anything leads to
doom. Being the protective layer in the Stratosphere, the Ozone layer protects
the living beings on Earth from the harmful UV (Ultraviolet) rays of the Sun.
https://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=855112
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
River, Society and Culture: Environmental Perspectives On The Rivers of Assam
and Bengal / Rup Kumar Barman
Primus Books, Delhi 2023
xvii, 98p.; 22 cm.
Bibliography Includes Index.
9789356878358
$ 9.50 / null
250 gm.
South Asia’s river systems are known for their multiple topographies and varied
geography. There are several transnational rivers that flow to eastern and north-
eastern India through Bhutan, Nepal and China. Geological and environmental
changes; the construction of dams, barrages and hydroelectric power projects as
well as their side effects; and massive floods, soil erosion and a rise in silt beds
have  changed  the  traditional  relationship  between  these  rivers  and  the
civilizations settled near their banks. River, Society and Culture presents these
dynamics  in  the  context  of  the  rivers  of  Bengal  (both  West  Bengal  and
Bangladesh)  and  Assam.
https://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=857781
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
The Nigerian Environment Past 100 Years and the Future / David Okali,  Mynepalli
Sridhar & Chris Ikporukpo
The Nigerian Environmental Study Action Team (NEST), Nigeria 2019
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xvi, 472p.
9789789810574
$ 100.00 / null
1200 gm.
"The Nigerian Environment: Past 100 Years and the Future" is a commemorative
publication that emerged as part of the country's Centenary celebrations in 2014.
This comprehensive work was assembled following a symposium organized by the
Nigerian Environmental Study Action Team (NEST), generously supported by the
Federal  Ministry  of  Environment.The  book  covers  a  wide  array  of  topics,
encapsulating the entirety of the environment, and is thoughtfully organized into
12 distinct thematic areas. These areas include land resources, water resources,
the  atmosphere,  ecosystems,  forests,  and  biodiversity,  coastal  and  marine
environments, energy and environment, environment and health, urbanization,
industry,  and  waste  management,  environmental  education  and  awareness
raising,  disasters  and  emergencies,  as  well  as  environmental  governance,
economics, and the management of Nigeria's environment.Within each of these
thematic  areas,  the publication delves into a comprehensive analysis  of  the
trends in managing the Nigerian environment over the initial hundred years of
the country's existence. It then extends its purview into the future, projecting
sustainable  strategies  and  practices.This  publication  holds  a  place  of  great
significance  as  a  national  reference  work  on  environmental  matters  and
sustainable development. It serves as a beacon for policymakers, scholars, and
concerned citizens, offering invaluable insights and guidance to shape a more
sustainable and environmentally responsible future for Nigeria.
https://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=859922
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Cleaning The Ganga: An Ecosystem Approach / Dhrubajyoti Ghosh
Institute of Social and Cultural Studies, Kolkata, India
62p.; 22 cm.
9788192555782
$ 7.50 / null
150 gm.

https://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=857744
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Kimberley bush food : edible plants of the Kimberley region of Western Australia /
King, Madison & Horsfall, John
University of Western Australia Publishing 2023
xii, 636 pages : colour illustrations, map, portraits ; 23 cm
9781760802202
$ 59.99 / null
920 gm.
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In an effort to preserve the traditional knowledge of bush food, authors Madison
King and nurse educator, John Horsfall, have documented over 350 species of
plants and fungi that were regularly gathered by the Indigenous peoples of the
Kimberley region before and after colonisation.

Kimberley  Bush  Food  is  a  valuable  resource  for  both  Aboriginal  and  non-
Aboriginal people interested in traditional bush food and alternative medicine.
With comprehensive information on over 350 species, including images of each
plant, this book is a practical guide to preserving traditional knowledge and using
the plants and fungi of the Kimberley region for a healthier, more sustainable
future.

Written by experts in the field, this book describes each species of plant and
fungi, its nutritional benefits, and how it was used by the Indigenous people of
the Kimberley region. It also includes detailed information on where to find these
plants and fungi and how to prepare them for consumption.

With land clearing for crops and farming of sheep and cattle contributing to the
extinction of many of these species, this guide offers a timely and important
insight into traditional knowledge that has been passed down for thousands of
years. This book is an essential read for anyone interested in Aboriginal culture,
bush food, and preserving the knowledge of the past for future generations.
https://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=857707
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Blue Duck Station: The land, the rivers and the people / Nicola McCloy
David Bateman Ltd, New Zealand 2023
256p. ; 29cm.
9781776890453
$ 95.00 / HB
1700 gm.
Journey into the heart of wild New Zealand with Blue Duck Station, a captivating
portrait of one of the country's most environmentally significant stations. Nestled
alongside  the  idyllic  Whanganui  National  Park,  where  the  Whanganui  and
Retaruke rivers converge, this remarkable station combines traditional farming
practices with tourism, conservation and new ways of doing things. The land's
rich past and the resilient and determined people who shaped it have paved the
way for current owner Dan Steele and his family to make their mark. Dan, a
passionate advocate for native wildlife, now welcomes people from around the
world to experience a place where adventure and environmental initiatives go
hand in hand. Join author Nicola McCloy as she introduces us to the people, the
places and the history that make Blue Duck Station such an extraordinary part of
New Zealand.
https://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=857402
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
The Forgotten Forest: In Search of The Lost Plants and Fungi Of Aotearoa /
Robert Vennell
HarperCollins Publishers, New Zealand 2023
576p. ; 22cm.
9781775542193
$ 40.00 / null
500 gm.
Deep in the forest, in places you would never think to look, are some of the most
remarkable creatures. Overlooked and unsung, this is the forgotten forest: a
world of glow-in-the-dark mushrooms and giant mosses, where slime moulds
travel the forest in search of prey and ancient lichens live for thousands of years.
Join bestselling author Robert Vennell on a walk through this fantastical forest,
wandering through tales from history, science, and spirituality in search of these
weird  and  wonderful  species.  Filled  with  beautiful  historical  artworks  and
illustrations, The Forgotten Forest is a celebration of the little things that pass us
by and will forever transform a simple walk in the bush.
https://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=857400
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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In Pursuit of Champions: The Inspiring Story of the Pukorokoro Miranda
Shorebird Centre / Keith Woodley
Sherlock & Co. Publishing, New Zealand 2022
336p. ; 24cm.
Include Index.
9780473640774
$ 40.00 / null
1000 gm.
‘For nearly three decades, I have lived beside an estuary. Gleaming shell banks
beneath vaulting sky, the clockwork pulse of tides and seasons, and vast muddy
flats stocked with birds - these represent home. It is an attachment I cherish, a
sense of place and fascination, continually renewed. But it was not always so.
Like  many New Zealanders,  I  was once quite  unaware of  the value of  such
places.' So begins In Pursuit of Champions, the captivating story of Pukorokoro
Miranda  Shorebird  Centre.  For  nearly  50  years,  the  Pukorokoro  Miranda
Naturalists' Trust has worked to inspire interest in our coastal wetlands and the
biodiversity they support. Each year, its Shorebird Centre at Pukorokoro, on the
Firth of Thames, attracts thousands of visitors. Author Keith Woodley, as centre
manager,  has been involved in  all  aspects  of  the Trust  and its  work.  In his
absorbing and often moving book - part history, part memoir - he charts the life
and times of this tiny but mighty voluntary organisation. It's the story of how,
driven by the importance of coastal conservation and that of its birdlife, a group
of passionate and dedicated people built something from nothing, creating a
globally recognised hub for shorebird protection and advocacy -  all  from an
obscure rural corner of a little country at the bottom of the world. 'Keith Woodley
serves as a kind of Gandalf of the estuarine wonderland of the Miranda shorebird
colony, an all-knowing birding wizard who is alert to its magic in this fresh and
always fascinating history.' - Steve Braunias
https://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=857401
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Lake Victoria and Riparian : Cultural Practices Enhancing the Sustainability of
Natural Resources / Obiero Ong'Ang'A & Dr. Charlotte Anyango Ong'Ang'A
Gianis Publishers, Canada 2022
xx, 148p. ; 22cm.
Include Bibliography
9781738702411
$ 35.00 / null
300 gm.
Dr. Obiero Ong'ang'a and Dr. Charlotte Anyango Ong'ang'a, a dynamic father-
daughter duo, bring a wealth of expertise and knowledge to their respective
fields.
Dr.  Obiero  Ong'ang'a,  as  the  Founder  and  Executive  Director  of  OSIENALA
(Friends of Lake Victoria) and Radio Lake Victoria 92.1 FM, has dedicated his
career to environmental conservation and community development. With his
extensive background in Management, Entrepreneurship, Strategic Planning,
Grant Writing, and Business Strategy, he has made significant contributions to
the preservation of Lake Victoria and the sustainable development of the region.
As  an  accomplished  author,  his  book  "Lake  Victoria:  Ecology,  Resources,
Environment" stands as a testament to his deep understanding of the subject
matter.
Dr. Charlotte Anyango Ong'ang'a, with a Ph.D. in Linguistics, brings her expertise
as an Educator and Career Development Specialist. With a strong background in
teaching and conducting linguistic research, she has a profound understanding of
textual analysis, discourse analysis, pragmatics, and semantics. Her dedication to
supporting students in their job search needs has empowered many individuals to
navigate  the  complexities  of  the  professional  world.  Together,  Dr.  Obiero
Ong'ang'a and Dr. Charlotte Anyango Ong'ang'a combine their diverse areas of
expertise to create a powerful synergy. Their shared passion for education, career
development, and environmental conservation drives their work, making a lasting
impact on individuals and communities alike.
https://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=859246
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
The Fires Next Time / Christoff, Peter
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Melbourne University Press, Australia 2023
336 pages, 23cm
9780522879421
$ 45.00 / null
470 gm.
Australia's Black Summer Fires

Following a three-year drought and during the hottest and driest year on record,
a flume of scorching air set the Australian continent aflame. The Black Summer
fires were unprecedented. Over six months in 2019-20 they burned more than 24
million hectares of Australia's southern and eastern forests - one of the largest
areas burnt anywhere on Earth in a single event. The fires killed 33 people and
430 more died as an indirect consequence and they caused unfathomable harm
to native species. Their economic ramifications were extensive and enduring.

State and federal governments and communities were under-prepared for that
inferno and its many impacts. Yet global warming is increasing the likelihood of
such events. The Fires Next Time offers a comprehensive assessment of the Black
Summer fires. Its contributors analyse the event from many vantage points and
disciplines - historical, climate scientific, ecological, economic, and political. They
assess its impacts on human health and wellbeing, on native plants and animals,
and  on  fire  management  and  emergency  response.  They  consider  whether
reactions could have been different, and what is needed to improve our handling
of future bushfires.
https://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=860174
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Bungo Range: Biodiversity and Community / Gabriel Tonga Noweg, Faisal Ali
Anwarali Khan & Jongkar Grinang (Ed)
UNIMAS Publishers, Malaysia 2023
264p.
Includes Index
9789670054445
$ 47.50 / null
400 gm.
This book highlights the significant findings from the Multidisciplinary Expedition
in  Bungo  Range  conducted  on  5-10  December  2017.  The  expedition  was
organized  by  the  Institute  of  Biodiversity  and  Environmental  Conservation,
UNIMAS with  support  from the Forest  Department  Sarawak.  This  volume is
illustrated in 24 chapters covering the historical exploration of Bungo Range, a
geological  feature  of  the  mountain,  water  resources,  aquatic  biodiversity,
floristics, mammals, birds, reptiles, amphibians, insects, and health and socio-
economics of the Tringgus community. It is reported herewith in the book that
there are a total of 313 species of plants mainly orchids and zingers, and 298
species of wildlife, among them 105 birds, 39 mammals, 92 insects, 27 reptiles,
17 amphibians, and 59 aquatic lives. Additionally, the use of natural resources by
the local community in Tringgus is also presented. This book can serves as a
useful reference for the development and management of Bungo Range National
Park, and the communities living surrounding the area.
https://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=861068
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Modern Trends And Challenges In Research Of Marine Biodiversity Resources /
Siti Azizah Mohd Nor, Tengku Sifzizul Tengku Muhammad & Thirukanthan
Chandra Segaran (Eds)
Penerbit UMT, Malaysia 2023
xvi, 194p.
Includes Index
9786297625089
$ 29.50 / null
450 gm.
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This book is aimed at sharing our experiences and research activities at the
Institute of Climate Adaptation and Marine Biotechnology (ICAMB), Universiti
Malaysia Terengganu. Through targeted sampling of our natural biodiversity,
intensive laboratory and rigorous statistical analyses we share a glimpse of the
vast potential of our biological resources in supporting our wellbeing, from food
security to health. Unfortunately, our biological resources are negatively impacted
by severe anthropogenic and climatic disturbances. Here, we also introduce basic
molecular  concepts  in  population  genetics  and  molecular  taxonomy  (DNA
Barcoding) that are critical knowledge in addressing some of these challenges to
ensure the survival of these resources.
https://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=861066
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
The Indo-Malayan Stingless Bees of Sekayu: Morphology, Systematic and Biology
/ Zubaidah Abu Hassan, Shamsul Bahri Abd Razak & Junedah Sanusi
Penerbit UMT, Malaysia 2023
130p.
9786297625126
$ 16.00 / null
300 gm.
The  Indo-Malayan  Stingless  Bees  of  Sekayu:  Morphology,  Systematic,  and
Biology is a captivating exploration of the world of stingless bees. The authors
delve into the intricate details of this bee’s biology, offering valuable insights for
researchers, stingless beekeepers, and nature lovers alike. This book covers
every aspect of the stingless bee’s ultrastructure characteristics, from its unique
anatomy to its fascinating morphological features. This includes systematics that
reflects  current  morphological  observations  using  the  latest  microscopy
techniques. With its  accessible writing style and rich illustrations,  the Indo-
Malayan Stingless Bee of Sekayu is a must-read for anyone interested in nature
and the wonders of these tiny creatures.
https://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=861065
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
The Arabian Leopards Of Oman / Andrew Spalton & Hadi Al Hikmani
Stacey Publishing Ltd & the Diwan of Royal Court of the Sultanate of Oman,
London, UK 2014
160p.
Include Index.
9781909022348
$ 195.00 / HB
1200 gm.
The Arabian leopard is an IUCN-listed critically endangered animal. This shy and
enigmatic animal is close to extinction; experts estimate that there are as few as
100 left in the wild. The Arabian Leopards of Oman by Dr Andrew Spalton and
Hadi  Al  Hikmani  brings  together  previously  unpublished  scientific  data  and
camera-trap photography which captures the secret life of the wild animals of the
remote and inaccessible Dhofar Mountains Chain and tells the story of Oman's
vital conservation work that hopes to bring this unique and elusive creature back
from the brink.
https://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=857523
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
The Wild Mammals of Oman / Barbara Golachowska
Royal Court Affairs General Directorate of Veterinary Services, Oman 2019
132p.
9789996908514
$ 180.00 / HB
900 gm.
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This is an ordinary album about extraordinary animals. This book is the result of
my many years’ work among wild animals: observing them and hunting for them
by means of my photo camera; hunting for moments worth immortalizing in the
frame of the lens.
The life of animals is my passion. As a veterinary doctor, I make sure to not only
take care of their health but also to understand their behaviours and welfare. The
photos presented in this book show wild animals,  both the lazy and relaxed
species and the ecxited and fierce ones. I tried to document and demonstrate
their  beauty,  regardless  of  their  size  or  the  emotions  they evoke.  The wild
mammals living in the beautiful Oman are really extraordinary, so feel welcome
to take a look at this ordinary album, where you can see all of them together, on
equal photographic terms. I hope you will enjoy it!
https://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=857524
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Dhofar Sultanate of Oman: Monsoon Mountains To Sand Seas / Andrew Spalton &
Hadi Al Hikmani
Gilgamesh Publishing & the Diwan of Royal Court of the Sultanate of Oman,
Oman 2021
255p.
Include Index.
9781908531858
$ 195.00 / HB
1600 gm.
Dhofar,  the southern province of  the Sultanate of  Oman,  has a  remarkably
diverse landscape, unlike any other in Arabia. Sometimes known as the ‘Land of
Frankincense’ for the ancient resin trade that fed the Roman Empire, Dhofar is
famous also for the khareef – the summer monsoon that supports lush tropical
woodlands and tall grasslands. This book, the first comprehensive account of the
region,  brings  together  spectacular  and  rare  images  with  an  exhaustively
researched text that describes the landscape, climate, flora, fauna and people.
https://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=857525
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Common Birds in Oman: An Identification Guide / Hanne & Jens Eriksen
Al Roya Press and Publishing House, Oman 2017
272p.
Include Index.
9789996950315
$ 120.00 / null
800 gm.
This book is aimed at the new birdwatcher and anyone with an interest in the
natural world around us. If you are on a birdwatching trip looking for new and
exciting species or just want to know the name of a bird you saw at the beach,
there is something for you in this book.
Over 300 species of birds are included representing all regularly occurring birds in
Oman. Distribution maps, bar diagrams and more than 700 photographs help in
the identification.
The introduction provides helpful information on identifying birds, what to look for
and what equipment is needed.
https://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=857520
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Marine Phytoplankton Guide of Oman's Waters / Khalid Abdullah Al-Hashmi
Animal & Plant Genetic Resources Center, Oman 2017
xii, 184p. ; 29cm.
9789996908453
$ 120.00 / null
800 gm.

https://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=857521
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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Secret Seas: Discover Oman's Unique Underwater World / Paul Flandinette &
Michel Claereboudt
Mazoon Printing, Publishing & Packing LLC, Oman 2021
239p.
9789996984907
$ 180.00 / HB
1900 gm.

https://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=857522
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
The Mango Tree Encyclopedia / Maḥmud ibn Badr ibn Salim Abri (Editor), Majid
ibn Naṣir ibn Saud Dighayshi (Editor), Nas
Georg Olms AG, Hildesheim, Germany 2015
6 volumes in 11 : color illustrations ; 34 cm
Index of the mango tree encyclopedia
9789996901041(Set)
$ 1995.00 / HB
42000 gm.
9789996901041(Set)
9789996901164(Vol.1.),
9789996901171(Vol.2. Pt 1),
9789996901188(Vol.2. Pt 2),
9789996901195(Vol.3.),
9789996901201(Vol.4. Pt 1),
9789996901218(Vol.4. Pt 2),
9789996901225(Vol.5. Pt 1),
9789996901232(Vol.5. Pt 2),
9789996901249(Vol.5. Pt.3.),
9789996901256(Vol.5. Pt.4),
9789996901263 (Index)
volume 1: Mango production in the Sultanate of Oman
volume 2 (part 1): Mango production and utilization
volume 2 (part 2): Mango production and utilization
volume 3: Mango pests and diseases
volume 4 (part 1): Mango production around the world
volume 4 (part 2): Mango production around the world
volume 5 (part 1): Mango varieties around the world
volume 5 (part 2): Mango varieties around the world
volume 5 (part 3): Mango varieties around the world
volume 5 (part 4): Mango varieties around the world
https://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=857518
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Date Palm In The Sultanate of Oman / Mahmoud Bin Abdulnabi Macki &
Mohammed Hafid Othman
Mazoon Printing, Publishing & Advertising L.L.C, Oman 2021
xiv, 294p.

$ 180.00 / HB
1400 gm.

https://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=857519
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Kimberley monsoon rainforests / Kenneally, Kevin F.
University of Western Australia Publishing 2023
184 pages, 23cm
9781760802677
$ 52.00 / null
610 gm.
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The plant communities of the Kimberley, including Australia's tropical rainforests,
are the most biodiverse ecosystems of Australia and, in many ways, the least
understood.

Since European settlement Australia has lost 27% of its rainforest. Today, there
remains around 1,500 patches of monsoon rainforest, totalling 7,000 hectares,
scattered across 170,000 square kilometres of the tropical Kimberley region of
Western Australia. These rainforests are small, isolated and embedded within a
mosaic of mostly flammable eucalypt savanna woodlands.

Mounting evidence of  the Kimberley as a historical  and significant centre of
refugia warrants action from scientists, governments, conservation agencies,
Indigenous landholders as well as local communities to protect and conserve its
unique biota and the processes responsible for generating and sustaining it.

Kimberley monsoon rainforests: Islands in a sea of savanna presents a rich and
comprehensive exploration of the unique biodiversity of monsoon rainforests
found in the expansive Kimberley region of Western Australia. Distilled from
almost 50 years of research by author Kevin F. Kenneally Kimberley monsoon
rainforests  is  a  must-have for  anyone interested in  the conservation of  the
Kimberley and the protection of  Australia's  unqiue natural  landscapes.

'A valuable resource for everyone who lives, works or travels in the Kimberley,
pulling together all of the available knowledge of rainforest into one place.' -
Catherine Goonack, Wunambal Gaambera Aboriginal Corporation
https://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=858873
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
A Visual Guide to Philippine Flora / Maylene N. Soriano
Vibal Group, Inc., Philippines 2023
vi, 194p. ; 28cm.
9789710760688
$ 35.00 / null
500 gm.
Few people, including Filipinos themselves, know that the Philippines is one of the
world's most biodiverse countries. Aside from a wide array of animal species, the
country happens to be home to over 3,500 endemic plant species and some 26
endemic genera. Of these, more than 3,000 are angiosperms or flowering plants,
the largest and most diverse group of organisms in the plant kingdom. In fact,
the Philippines ranks fifth in the world in terms of the number of plant species,
playing host to five percent of the world's flora.More plants remain undiscovered
since many areas and forests in the country have yet to be fully explored.Packed
with colorful  graphic  illustrations and engaging activities,  A Visual  Guide to
Philippine Flora, is a comprehensive and updated guide to the country's notable
plant species. Apart from distribution, morphology, and other useful information
such as edibility, medicinal and cultural value, and other economic uses, the book
also highlights conservation efforts to preserve and protect our beautiful flora.
https://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=858499
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Flowers of Kenya: (Maua ya Kenya) Under the Dark Sky / Pomi Bahal
Pomi Bahal (Self-Published), Kenya 2020
138p.
9798211403772
$ 55.00 / null
600 gm.
This book serves as a reference to an abundance of flowers from Kenya, my
home. I started hand colouring black and white prints and eventually fell in love
with colour. I was using slide film when I realised the fleeting beauty of nature
and plants. When the digital era exploded, I was seldom seen without a camera,
focusing on flowers and plants. These days, in my eighties, I am still focusing on
the plant world but for convenience I mainly use an iPhone. The images are
mostly from my garden and the immediate neighbourhood. I hope you gain as
much enjoyment looking at the pictures in this book as I did creating it.
https://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=859276
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-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

HOW TO ORDER BOOKS FROM US :
Institutional/Individual Libraries
Please send us your official purchase order by e-mail/fax/post. We shall despatch
the books to you. On receipt of the books in good condition, you can send us your
Payment by Cheque/Wire Transfer. Credit Card Payments are accepted through
paypal. For Postage & Packing - Actuals are charged. You can check the Postage
at  www.singpost.com. If you need any further clarification, please do contact us.
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------


